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airport are launching a new venture in partnership with transport for london. the three year project
will see an entirely new departure lounge opened at london heathrow. in addition to a new,

purpose-built lounge on the new terminal 2 a and a new centre on the third floor of the existing
terminal 5. a new boeing 787-9 and 787-10 powered by rolls-royce trentxwb powered by rolls-
royce trentxwb engines have been delivered to full commercial airlines in thailand and china,

respectively. both planes are bound for bangkok's don mueang airport in thailand. the chang li
airport based company airbus will operate the first 787-9 whilst platzer has used its expertise to

provide engineering services for bnl aviation, an aircraft passenger air taxi operator based at
keflavik international airport in iceland and has a new maintenance base in ireland. bnl aviation,
part of the icelandic company, transports passengers and freight between iceland and the uk,
scandinavian countries and continental europe. saab ac-110 d-adqf is a 200-seat regional jet
offered by saab and is a member of the saab 340 family. the aircraft was developed by saab

aircrafts flight design & research (fd&r) in sweden, which also designed the smaller saab 340 and
saab 340a. it has a single-engine conventional the boeing 737-700 n231rw was delivered to

www.airxpress.com on 30 january 2001. this was the third 737 delivered to the airline since it
began flying in 1995. the aircraft departed for its maiden flight from japan to indonesia on 4

february 2001. it was in service until it was retired from the
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subsidies for the use of airliners were
tied to seat capacity and advertising
revenues of scheduled airlines. the

secondary airline operators hoped that
subsidies would go up as larger airlines
cut their fares, to the benefit of smaller
airlines. just like fuel prices, however,

the airline industry faced a combination
of rising fuel costs and the security
challenge of keeping jets out of the
hands of potential terrorists. on 13
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january 2014, airbus unveiled the new
a350 xwb. the aircraft can fly longer
routes and fly passengers in comfort

like no other commercial aircraft.
airbus has plans for an a350 in europe
and china. 7 out of 10 airbnbs in nyc
have been rented out by journalists

under a new project as part of a series
of airbnb experiments by the new york

times. published under the headline
what will airbnb's biggest city look

like?, the ten-part series will look at the
impact of sharing economy in a range

of sectors, including journalism,
healthcare and the environment.

spanish online travel agent interair has
become the latest of low cost airlines to
announce plans to expand its services
to destinations in the uk as well as the

usa. interair, which was created in 1990
and has a fleet of six boeing 757

freighters and a further eight a321neo
wide-body jets, will from september

2017 start flying to london heathrow,
manchester, edinburgh, glasgow,

liverpool, southampton, newcastle,
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leeds/bradford, sheffield, cardiff and
belfast. letourneau-kawasaki has been

awarded a substantial contract to
supply airframe spars and a series of
other ancillary products to airbus for
the a320neo wide-body family. airbus
has chosen letourneau-kawasaki to

supply a minimum of 1000 uh-72 tail
spars and around 1,500 spars of
composite material. letourneau-
kawasaki has already supplied
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